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ABSTRACT

1

To implement a program functionality, developers can reuse previously written code snippets by searching through a large-scale
codebase. Over the years, many code search tools have been proposed to help developers. The existing approaches often treat source
code as textual documents and utilize information retrieval models
to retrieve relevant code snippets that match a given query. These
approaches mainly rely on the textual similarity between source
code and natural language query. They lack a deep understanding
of the semantics of queries and source code.
In this paper, we propose a novel deep neural network named
CODEnn (Code-Description Embedding Neural Network). Instead
of matching text similarity, CODEnn jointly embeds code snippets
and natural language descriptions into a high-dimensional vector space, in such a way that code snippet and its corresponding
description have similar vectors. Using the unified vector representation, code snippets related to a natural language query can
be retrieved according to their vectors. Semantically related words
can also be recognized and irrelevant/noisy keywords in queries
can be handled.
As a proof-of-concept application, we implement a code search
tool named DeepCS using the proposed CODEnn model. We empirically evaluate DeepCS on a large scale codebase collected from
GitHub. The experimental results show that our approach can effectively retrieve relevant code snippets and outperforms previous
techniques.

Code search is a very common activity in software development
practices [57, 68]. To implement a certain functionality, for example,
to parse XML files, developers usually search and reuse previously
written code by performing free-text queries over a large-scale
codebase.
Many code search approaches have been proposed [13, 15, 29,
31, 32, 35, 44, 45, 47, 62], most of them being based on information
retrieval (IR) techniques. For example, Linstead et al. [43] proposed
Sourcerer, an information retrieval based code search tool that combines the textual content of a program with structural information.
McMillan et al. [47] proposed Portfolio, which returns a chain of
functions through keyword matching and PageRank. Lu et al. [44]
expanded a query with synonyms obtained from WordNet and
then performed keyword matching of method signatures. Lv et
al. [45] proposed CodeHow, which combines text similarity and
API matching through an extended Boolean model.
A fundamental problem of the IR-based code search is the mismatch between the high-level intent reflected in the natural language queries and low-level implementation details in the source
code [12, 46]. Source code and natural language queries are heterogeneous. They may not share common lexical tokens, synonyms, or
language structures. Instead, they may only be semantically related.
For example, a relevant snippet for the query “read an object from
an xml” could be as follows:
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INTRODUCTION

public static < S > S deserialize(Class c, File xml) {
try {
JAXBContext context = JAXBContext.newInstance(c);
Unmarshaller unmarshaller = context.createUnmarshaller();
S deserialized = (S) unmarshaller.unmarshal(xml);
return deserialized;
} catch (JAXBException ex) {
log.error("Error-deserializing-object-from-XML", ex);
return null;
}
}

Existing approaches may not be able to return this code snippet
as it does not contain keywords such as read and object or their
synonyms such as load and instance. Therefore, an effective code
search engine requires a higher-level semantic mapping between
code and natural language queries. Furthermore, the existing approaches have difficulties in query understanding [27, 29, 45]. They
cannot effectively handle irrelevant/noisy keywords in queries [27].
Therefore, an effective code search engine should also be able to
understand the semantic meanings of natural language queries and
source code in order to improve the accuracy of code search.
In our previous work, we introduced the DeepAPI framework [27],
which is a deep learning based method that learns the semantics of
queries and the corresponding API sequences. However, searching
source code is much more difficult than generating APIs, because
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the semantics of code snippets are related not only to the API sequences but also to other source code aspects such as tokens and
method names. For example, DeepAPI could return the same API
ImageIO.write for the query save image as png and save image as
jpg. Nevertheless, the actual code snippets for answering the two
queries are different in terms of source code tokens. Therefore, the
code search problem requires models that can exploit more aspects
of the source code.
In this paper, we propose a novel deep neural network named CODEnn (Code-Description Embedding Neural Network). To bridge
the lexical gap between queries and source code, CODEnn jointly
embeds code snippets and natural language descriptions into a
high-dimensional vector space, in such a way that code snippet
and its corresponding description have similar vectors. With the
unified vector representation, code snippets semantically related
to a natural language query can be retrieved according to their
vectors. Semantically related words can also be recognized and
irrelevant/noisy keywords in queries can be handled.
Using CODEnn, we implement a code search tool, DeepCS as a
proof of concept. DeepCS trains the CODEnn model on a corpus of
18.2 million Java code snippets (in the form of commented methods)
from GitHub. Then, it reads code snippets from a codebase and
embeds them into vectors using the trained CODEnn model. Finally,
when a user query arrives, DeepCS finds code snippets that have
the nearest vectors to the query vector and return them.
To evaluate the effectiveness of DeepCS, we perform code search
on a search codebase using 50 real-world queries obtained from
Stack Overflow. Our results show that DeepCS returns more relevant code snippets than the two related approaches, that is, CodeHow [45] and a conventional Lucene-based code search tool [5].
On average, the first relevant code snippet returned by DeepCS
is ranked 3.5, while the first relevant results returned by CodeHow [45] and Lucene [43] are ranked 5.5 and 6.0, respectively.
For 76% of the queries, the relevant code snippets can be found
within the top 5 returned results. The evaluation results confirm
the effectiveness of DeepCS.
To our knowledge, we are the first to propose deep learning based
code search. The main contributions of our work are as follows:
• We propose a novel deep neural network, CODEnn, to learn a
unified vector representation of both source code and natural
language queries.
• We develop DeepCS, a tool that utilizes CODEnn to retrieve
relevant code snippets for given natural language queries.
• We empirically evaluate DeepCS using a large scale codebase.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the background of the deep learning based embedding models.
Section 3 describes the proposed deep neural network for code
search. Section 4 describes the detailed design of our approach.
Section 5 presents the evaluation results. Section 6 discusses our
work, followed by Section 7 that presents the related work. We
conclude the paper in Section 8.

2

BACKGROUND

Our work adopts recent advanced techniques from deep learning
and natural language processing [10, 17, 70]. In this section, we
discuss the background of these techniques.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the RNN Sentence Embedding

2.1

Embedding Techniques

Embedding (also known as distributed representation [50, 72]) is
a technique for learning vector representations of entities such as
words, sentences and images in such a way that similar entities
have vectors close to each other [48, 50].
A typical embedding technique is word embedding, which represents words as fixed-length vectors so that similar words are close
to each other in the vector space [48, 50]. For example, suppose the
word execute is represented as [0.12, -0.32, 0.01] and the word run
is represented as [0.12, -0.31, 0.02]. From their vectors, we can estimate their distance and identify their semantic relation. Word
embedding is usually realized using a machine learning model such
as CBOW and Skip-Gram [48]. These models build a neural network that captures the relations between a word and its contextual
words. The vector representations of words, as parameters of the
network, are trained with a text corpus [50].
Likewise, a sentence (i.e., a sequence of words) can also be embedded as a vector [59]. A simple way of sentence embedding is,
for example, to view it as a bag of words and add up all its word
vectors [39].

2.2

RNN for Sequence Embedding

We now introduce a widely-used deep neural network, the Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) [49, 59] for the embedding of sequential data such as natural language sentences. The Recurrent Neural
Network is a class of neural networks where hidden layers are
recurrently used for computation. This creates an internal state
of the network to record dynamic temporal behavior. Figure 1a
shows the basic structure of an RNN. The neural network includes
three layers, an input layer which maps each input to a vector, a
recurrent hidden layer which recurrently computes and updates a
hidden state after reading each input, and an output layer which
utilizes the hidden state for specific tasks. Unlike traditional feedforward neural networks, RNNs can embed sequential inputs such
as sentences using their internal memory [25].
Consider a natural language sentence with a sequence of T
words s=w 1 , ..., wT , RNN embeds it through the following computations: it reads words in the sentence one by one, and updates a
hidden state at each time step. Each word w t is first mapped to a
d-dimensional vector wt ∈Rd by a one-hot representation [72] or
word embedding [50]. Then, the hidden state (values in the hidden
layer) ht is updated at time t by considering the input word wt and
the preceding hidden state ht −1 :
h t = tanh(W [h t −1 ; w t ]), ∀t = 1, 2, ..., T

(1)
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where [a;b]∈R2d represents the concatenation of two vectors, W ∈
R2d ×d is the matrix of trainable parameters in the RNN, while
tanh is a non-linearity activation function of the RNN. Finally,
the embedding vector of the sentence is summarized from the
hidden states h 1 , ..., hT . A typical way is to select the last hidden
state hT as the embedding vector. The embedding vector can also be
summarized using other computations such as the maxpooling [36]:
s = maxpooling([h 1, ..., hT ])

(2)

Maxpooling is an operation that selects the maximum value in
each fixed-size region over a matrix. Figure 2 shows an example
of maxpooling over a sequence of hidden vectors h 1 , ..., hT . Each
column represents a hidden vector. The window size of each region
is set to 1×T in this example. The result is a fixed-length vector
whose elements are the maximum values of each row. Maxpooling
can capture the most important feature (one with the highest value)
for each region and can transform sentences of variable lengths
into a fixed-length vector.
Figure 1b shows an example of how RNN embeds a sentence
(e.g., parse xml file) into a vector. To facilitate understanding, we
expand the recurrent hidden layer for each time step. The RNN
reads words in the sentence one by one, and updates a hidden state
at each time step. When it reads the first word parse, it maps the
word into a vector w1 and computes the current hidden state h 1
using w1 . Then, it reads the second word xml, embeds it into w2 ,
and updates the hidden state h 1 to h 2 using w2 . The procedure
continues until the RNN receives the last word file and outputs the
final state h 3 . The final state h 3 can be used as the embedding c of
the whole sentence.
The embedding of the sentence, i.e., the sentence vector, can
be used for specific applications. For example, one can build a
language model conditioning on the sentence vector for machine
translation [17]. One can also embed two sentences (a question
sentence and an answer sentence) and compare their vectors for
answer selection [21, 71].

2.3

Joint Embedding of Heterogeneous Data

Suppose there are two heterogeneous data sets X and Y. We want
to learn a correlation between them, namely,
f :X→Y

(3)

For example, suppose X is a set of images and Y is a set of natural
language sentences, f can be the correlation between the images
and the sentences (i.e., image captioning). Since the two data sources
are heterogeneous, it is difficult to discover the correlation f directly.
Thus, we need a bridge to connect these two levels of information.
Joint Embedding, also known as multi-modal embedding [78], is
a technique to jointly embed/correlate heterogeneous data into a
unified vector space so that semantically similar concepts across
the two modalities occupy nearby regions of the space [33]. The
joint embedding of X and Y can be formulated as:
ϕ

ψ

X −→ VX → J (VX , VY ) ← VY ←− Y

(4)
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public void readText(String file) {
BufferedReader br = new BufferedReader(
new FileInputStream(file));
String line = null;
while ((line = br.readLine())!= null) {
System.out.println(line);
}
br.close();
}
public <S> S deserialize(Class c,File xml) {
JAXBContext context
= JAXBContext.newInstance(c);
Unmarshaller unmarshaller
= context.createUnmarshaller();
S deserialized
=(S)unmarshaller.unmarshal(xml);
return deserialized;
}

Figure 3: An example showing the idea of joint embedding for code
and queries. The yellow points represent query vectors while the
blue points represent code vectors.
where ϕ:X→Rd is an embedding function to map X into a ddimensional vector space V ; ψ :Y→Rd is an embedding function
to map Y into the same vector space V ; J (·, ·) is a similarity measure (e.g., cosine) to score the matching degrees of VX and VY in
order to learn the mapping functions. Through joint embedding,
heterogeneous data can be easily correlated through their vectors.
Joint embedding has been widely used in many tasks [22, 74,
78]. For example, in computer vision, Karpathy and Li [33] use a
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [22], a deep neural network
as the ϕ and an RNN as the ψ , to jointly embed both image and text
into the same vector space for labeling images [33].

3

A DEEP NEURAL NETWORK FOR CODE
SEARCH

Inspired by existing joint embedding techniques [21, 22, 33, 78],
we propose a novel deep neural network named CODEnn (CodeDescription Embedding Neural Network) for the code search problem. Figure 3 illustrates the key idea. Natural language queries and
code snippets are heterogeneous and cannot be easily matched according to their lexical tokens. To bridge the gap, CODEnn jointly
embeds code snippets and natural language descriptions into a
unified vector space so that a query and the corresponding code
snippets are embedded into nearby vectors and can be matched by
vector similarities.

3.1

Architecture

As introduced in Section 2.3, a joint embedding model requires three
components: the embedding functions ϕ:X→Rd and ψ :Y→Rd ,
as well as the similarity measure J (·, ·). CODEnn realizes these
components with deep neural networks.
Figure 4 shows the overall architecture of CODEnn. The neural network consists of three modules, each corresponding to a
component of joint embedding:
• a code embedding network (CoNN) to embed source code
into vectors.
• a description embedding network (DeNN) to embed natural
language descriptions into vectors.
• a similarity module that measures the degree of similarity
between code and descriptions.
The following subsections describe the detailed design of these
modules.
3.1.1 Code Embedding Network. The code embedding network
embeds source code into vectors. Source code is not simply plain
text. It contains multiple aspects of information such as tokens,
control flows and APIs [46]. In our model, we consider three aspects
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Figure 4: The structure of the Code-Description Embedding Neural Network
of source code: the method name, the API invocation sequence, and
the tokens contained in the source code. They are commonly used
in existing code search approaches [19, 27, 41, 44, 45]. For each
code snippet (at the method level), we extract these three aspects
of information. Each is embedded individually and then combined
into a single vector representing the entire code.
Consider an input code snippet C=[M, A, Γ], where M=w 1 ,...,
w N M is the method name represented as a sequence of N M camel
split tokens [1]; A=a 1 , ..., a N A is the API sequence with N A consecutive API method invocations, and Γ={τ1 , ..., τ N Γ } is the set of
tokens in the snippet. The neural network embeds the three aspects
as follows: for the method name M, it embeds the sequence of camel
split tokens using an RNN with maxpooling:
h t = tanh(W

M

[h t −1 ; w t ]), ∀t = 1, 2, ..., N M

m = maxpooling([h 1, ..., h N M ])

(5)

where wt ∈Rd is the embedding vector of token w t , [a;b]∈R2d represents the concatenation of two vectors, W M ∈R2d ×d is the matrix
of trainable parameters in the RNN, tanh is the activation function
of the RNN. A method name is thus embedded as a d-dimensional
vector m.
Likewise, the API sequence A is embedded into a vector a using
an RNN with maxpooling:
h t = tanh(W

A

[h t −1 ; a t ]), ∀t = 1, 2, ..., N A

a = maxpooling([h 1, ..., h N A ])

(6)

where at ∈Rd is the embedding vector of API at , W A is the matrix
of trainable parameters in the RNN.
For the tokens Γ, as they have no strict order in the source code,
they are simply embedded via a multilayer perceptron (MLP), i.e.,
the conventional fully connected layer [52]:
h i = tanh(W Γ τi ), ∀i = 1, 2, ..., N Γ

(7)

∈Rd

where τi
represents the embedded representation of the token τi , W Γ is the matrix of trainable parameters in the MLP,
hi , i=1, ..., N Γ are the embedding vectors of all individual tokens.
The individual vectors are also summarized to a single vector t via
maxpooling:
t = maxpooling([h 1, ..., h N Γ ])

(8)

Finally, the vectors of the three aspects are fused into one vector
through a fully connected layer:
c = tanh(W C [m; a; t ])

(9)

where [a;b;c] represents the concatenation of three vectors, W C is
the matrix of trainable parameters in the MLP. The output vector c
represents the final embedding of the code snippet.
3.1.2 Description Embedding Network. The description embedding network (DeNN) embeds natural language descriptions into
vectors. Consider a description D=w 1 , ..., w N D comprising a sequence of N D words. DeNN embeds it into a vector d using an RNN
with maxpooling:
h t = tanh(W

D

[h t −1 ; w t ]), ∀t = 1, 2, ..., N D

d = maxpooling([h 1, ..., h N D ])

(10)

where wt ∈Rd represents the embedded representation of the description word w t , W D is the matrix of trainable parameters in the
RNN, ht , t=1, ...N D are the hidden states of the RNN.
3.1.3 Similarity Module. We have described the transformations
that map the code and description into vectors (i.e., the c and d).
Since we want the vectors of code and description to be jointly
embedded, we measure the similarity between the two vectors.
We use the cosine similarity for the measurement, which is
defined as:
cT d
cos(c, d ) =

∥ c ∥∥ d ∥

(11)

where c and d are the vectors of code and a description respectively. The higher the similarity, the more related the code is to the
description.
Overall, CODEnn takes a ⟨code, description⟩ pair as input and
predicts their cosine similarity cos(c, d).

3.2

Model Training

Now we present how to train the CODEnn model to embed both
code and descriptions into a unified vector space. The high-level
goal of the joint embedding is: if a code snippet and a description
have similar semantics, their embedded vectors should be close to
each other. In other words, given an arbitrary code snippet C and
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an arbitrary description D, we want it to predict a high similarity
if D is a correct description of C, and a little similarity otherwise.
At training time, we construct each training instance as a triple
⟨C, D+, D-⟩: for each code snippet C, there is a positive description D+ (a correct description of C) as well as a negative description
(an incorrect description of C) D- randomly chosen from the pool
of all D+’s. When trained on the set of ⟨C, D+, D-⟩ triples, the CODEnn predicts the cosine similarities of both ⟨C, D+⟩ and ⟨C, D-⟩
pairs and minimizes the ranking loss [18, 22]:
L(θ ) =

Õ

max (0, ϵ − cos(c, d +) + cos(c, d -))

(12)

<C, D +, D - >∈P

where θ denotes the model parameters, P denotes the training
dataset, ϵ is a constant margin. c, d+ and d- are the embedded
vectors of C, D+ and D-, respectively. A small, fixed ϵ value of
0.05 is used in all the experiments. Intuitively, the ranking loss
encourages the cosine similarity between a code snippet and its
correct description to go up, and the cosine similarities between a
code snippet and incorrect descriptions to go down.

4

DEEPCS: DEEP LEARNING BASED CODE
SEARCH

In this section, we describe DeepCS, a code search tool based on
the proposed CODEnn model. DeepCS recommends top K most
relevant code snippets for a given natural language query. Figure 5
shows the overall architecture. It includes three main phases: offline
training, offline code embedding, and online code search.
We begin by collecting a large-scale corpus of code snippets,
i.e., Java methods with corresponding descriptions. We extract subelements (including method names, tokens, and API sequences)
from the methods. Then, we use the corpus to train the CODEnn
model (the offline training phase). For a given codebase from which
users would like to search for code snippets, DeepCS extracts code
elements for each Java method in the search codebase, and computes
a code vector using the CoNN module of the trained CODEnn model
(the offline embedding phase). Finally, when a user query arrives,
DeepCS first computes the vector representation of the query using
the DeNN module of the CODEnn model, and then returns code
snippets whose vectors are close to the query vector (the online
code search phase).
In theory, our approach could search for source code written in
any programming languages. In this paper, we limit our scope to
the Java code. The following sections describe the detailed steps of
our approach.

4.1

Collecting Training Corpus

As described in Section 3, the CODEnn model requires a large-scale
training corpus that contains code elements and the corresponding descriptions, i.e., the ⟨method name, API sequence, tokens,
description⟩ tuples. Figure 6 shows an excerpt of the training corpus.
We build the training tuples using Java methods that have documentation comments1 from open-source projects on GitHub [3].
For each Java method, we use the method declaration as the code
element and the first sentence of its documentation comment as its
1A

documentation comment in JAVA starts with slash-asterisk-asterisk (/∗∗) and ends
with asterisk-slash (∗/)

natural language description. According to the Javadoc guidance2 ,
the first sentence is usually a summary of a method. To prepare the
data, we download Java projects from GitHub created from August,
2008 to June, 2016. To remove toy or experimental programs, we
exclude any projects without a star. We select only the Java methods
that have documentation comments from the downloaded projects.
Finally, we obtain a corpus comprising 18,233,872 commented Java
methods.
Having collected the corpus of commented code snippets, we extract the ⟨method name, API sequence, tokens, description⟩ tuples
as follows:
Method Name Extraction: For each Java method, we extract its
name and parse the name into a sequence of tokens according
to camel case [1]. For example, the method name listFiles will be
parsed into the tokens list and files.
API Sequence Extraction: We extract an API sequence from each
Java method using the same procedures as described in DeepAPI [27] – parsing the AST using the Eclipse JDT compiler [2]
and traversing the AST. The API sequences are produced as follows [27]:
• For each constructor invocation new C(), we produce C.new
and append it to the API sequence.
• For each method call o.m() where o is an instance of class C,
we produce C.m and append it to the API sequence.
• For a method call passed as a parameter, we append the
method before the calling method. For example, o 1 .m 1 (o 2
.m 2 (),o 3 .m 3 ()), we produce a sequence C 2 .m 2 -C 3 .m 3 -C 1 .m 1 ,
where Ci is the class of the instance oi .
• For a sequence of statements s 1 ; s 2 ;...;s N , we extract the API
sequence ai from each statement si , concatenate them to the
API sequence a 1 -a 2 -...-a N .
• For conditional statements such as if(s 1 ){s 2 ;}else{s 3 ;}, we create a sequence from all possible branches, that is, a 1 -a 2 -a 3 ,
where ai is the API sequence extracted from the statement si .
• For loop statements such as while(s 1 ){s 2 ;}, we produce a
sequence a 1 -a 2 , where a 1 and a 2 are API sequences extracted
from the statement s 1 and s 2 , respectively.
Token Extraction: To collect tokens from a Java method, we tokenize the method body, split each token according to camel case [1],
and remove the duplicated tokens. We also remove stop words (such
as the and in) and Java keywords as they frequently occur in source
code and are not discriminative.
Description Extraction: To extract the documentation comment,
we use the Eclipse JDT compiler [2] to parse the AST from a Java
method and extract the JavaDoc Comment from the AST.
Figure 7 shows an example of code elements and documentation
comments extracted from a Java method DateU tils.toCalendar 3 in
the Apache commons-lang library.

4.2

Training CODEnn Model

We use the large-scale corpus described in the previous section
to train the CODEnn model, following the method described in
Section 3.2.
2 http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/articles/java/index-137868.html

3 https://github.com/apache/commons-lang/blob/master/src/main/java/org/apache/

commons/lang3/time/DateUtils.java
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public void foo(int para) {
int ret = Lib.get(para);
}
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Method Name
file reader
open
test exists
⋮

API Sequence
InputStream.read→OutputStream.write
URL.new→URL.openConnection
File.new→File.exists
⋮

Tokens
input, output, stream, write
url, open, conn
file, create, exists
⋮

Description (English)
copy a file from an inputstream
open a url
test file exists
⋮

Figure 6: An excerpt of training tuples
/**
* Converts a Date into a Calendar.
* @param date the date to convert to a Calendar
* @return the created Calendar
* @throws NullPointerException if null is passed in
* @since 3.0
*/
public static Calendar toCalendar(final Date date) {
final Calendar c = Calendar.getInstance();
c.setTime(date);
return c;
}

Method Name: to calendar
API sequence: Calendar.getInstance Calendar.setTime
Tokens: calendar, get, instance, set, time, date
Description: converts a date into a calendar.

Figure 7: An example of extracting code elements from a Java
method DateUtils.toCalendar 3

The detailed implementation of the CODEnn model is as follows:
we use the bi-directional LSTM [70], a state-of-the-art kind of RNN
for the RNN implementation. All LSTMs have 200 hidden units
in each direction. We set the dimension of word embedding to
100. The CODEnn has two types of MLPs, the embedding MLP for
embedding individual tokens and the fusion MLP to combine the
embeddings of different aspects. We set the number of hidden units
as 100 for the embedding MLP and 400 for the fusion MLP.
The CODEnn model is trained via the mini-batch Adam algorithm [37, 40]. We set the batch size (i.e., the number of instances
per batch) as 128. For training the neural networks, we limit the
size of the vocabulary to 10,000 words that are most frequently
used in the training dataset.
We build our model on Keras [4] and Theano [6], two opensource deep learning frameworks. We train our models on a server

with one Nvidia K40 GPU. The training lasts ∼50 hours with 500
epochs.

4.3

Searching Code Snippets

Given a user’s free-text query, DeepCS returns the relevant code
snippets through the trained CODEnn model. It first computes the
code vector for each code snippet (i.e., a Java method) in the search
codebase. Then, it selects and returns the code snippets that have
the top K nearest vectors to the query vector.
More specially, before a search starts, DeepCS embeds all code
snippets in the codebase into vectors using the trained CoNN module of CODEnn in an off-line manner. During the on-line search,
when a developer enters a natural language query, DeepCS first
embeds the query into a vector using the trained DeNN module
of CODEnn. Then, it estimates the cosine similarities between the
query vector and all code vectors using Equation 11. Finally, the top
K code snippets whose vectors are most similar to the query vector
are returned as the search results. K is set to 10 in our experiments.

5

EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate DeepCS through experiments. We also
compare DeepCS with related code search approaches.

5.1

Experimental Setup

5.1.1 Search Codebase. To better evaluate DeepCS, our experiments are performed over a search codebase, which is different
from the training corpus. Code snippets that match a user query are
retrieved from the search codebase. In practice, the search codebase
could be an organization’s local codebase or any codebase created
from open source projects.
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To construct the search codebase, we choose the Java projects
that have at least 20 stars in GitHub. Different from the training corpus, they are considered in isolation and contain all code (including
those do not have Javadoc comments). There are 9,950 projects in
total. We select all 16,262,602 methods from these projects. For each
Java method, we extract a ⟨method name, API sequence, tokens⟩
triple to generate its code vector.
5.1.2 Query Subjects. To select code search queries for the evaluation, we adopt a systematic procedure used in [41]4 . We build
a benchmark of queries from the top 50 voted Java programming
questions in Stack Overflow. To achieve so, we browse the list of
Java-tagged questions in Stack Overflow and sort them according to
the votes that each one receives5 . We manually check the sorted list
sequentially, and add questions that satisfy the following conditions
to the benchmark:
(1) The question is a concrete Java programming task. We exclude
questions about problems, knowledge, configurations, experience
and questions whose descriptions are vague and abstract. For example, Failed to load the JNI Library, What is the difference between
StringBuilder and StringBuffer?, and Why does Java have transient
fields?. (2) The accepted answer to the question contains a Java
code snippet. (3) The question is not a duplicate of the previous
questions. We filter out questions that are tagged as “duplicated”.
The full list of the 50 selected queries can be found in Table 1.
For each query, two developers manually inspect the top 10 results
returned by DeepCS and label their relevance to the query. Then
they discuss the inconsistent labels and relabel them. The procedure
repeats until a consensus is reached.
5.1.3 Performance Measure. We use four common metrics to
measure the effectiveness of code search, namely, FRank, SuccessRate@k, Precision@k, and Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR). They are
widely used metrics in information retrieval and the code search
literature [41, 45, 62, 79].
The FRank (also known as best hit rank [41]) is the rank of the
first hit result in the result list [62]. It is important as users scan
the results from top to bottom. A smaller FRank implies lower
inspection effort for finding the desired result. We use FRank to
assess the effectiveness of a single code search query.
The SuccessRate@k (also known as success percentage at k [41])
measures the percentage of queries for which more than one correct
result could exist in the top k ranked results [35, 41, 79]. In our
evaluations it is calculated as follows:
Q
1 Õ
SuccessRate@k =
δ (FRankq ≤ k)
|Q | q=1

(13)

where Q is a set of queries, δ (·) is a function which returns 1 if the
input is true and 0 otherwise. SuccessRate@k is important because
a better code search engine should allow developers to discover the
needed code by inspecting fewer returned results. The higher the
metric value, the better the code search performance.
The Precision@k [45, 57] measures the percentage of relevant results in the top k returned results for each query. In our evaluations
4 http://taoxie.cs.illinois.edu/racs/subjects.html

5 http://stackoverflow.com/questions/tagged/java?sort=votes&pagesize=15

it is calculated as follows:
Precision@k =

#relevant results in the top k results
k

(14)

Precision@k is important because developers often inspect multiple
results of different usages to learn from [62]. A better code search
engine should allow developers to inspect less noisy results. The
higher the metric values, the better the code search performance.
We evaluate SuccessRate@k and Precision@k when k’s value is 1, 5,
and 10. These values reflect the typical sizes of results that users
would inspect [41].
The MRR [45, 79] is the average of the reciprocal ranks of results
of a set of queries Q. The reciprocal rank of a query is the inverse
of the rank of the first hit result [26]. MRR is calculated as follows:
M RR =

|Q |
1 Õ
1
|Q | q=1 F Rankq

(15)

The higher the MRR value, the better the code search performance.
5.1.4 Comparison Methods. We compare the effectiveness of
our approach with CodeHow [45] and a conventional Lucene-based
code search tool [5].
CodeHow is a state-of-the-art code search engine proposed recently. It is an information retrieval based code search tool that
incorporates an extended Boolean model and API matching. It first
retrieves relevant APIs to a query by matching the query with
the API documentation. Then, it searches code by considering both
plain code and the related APIs. Like DeepCS, CodeHow also considers multiple aspects of source code such as method name and APIs.
It combines multiple aspects using an Extended Boolean Model [45].
The facts that CodeHow also considers APIs and is also built for
large-scale code search make it an ideal baseline for our experiments.
Lucene is a popular, conventional text search engine behind
many existing code search tools such as Sourcerer [43]. Sourcerer
combines Lucene with code properties such as FQN (full qualified
name) of entities and code popularity to retrieve the code snippets.
In our implementation of the Lucene-based code search tool, we
consider the heuristic of FQN. We did not include the code popularity heuristic (computed using PageRank) as it does not significantly
improve the code search performance [43].
We use the same experimental setting for CodeHow and the
Lucene-based tool as used for evaluating DeepCS.

5.2

Results

Table 1 shows the evaluation results of DeepCS and related approaches for each query in the benchmark. The column Question ID
shows the original ID of the question in Stack Overflow where the
query comes from. The column FRank shows the FRank result of
each approach. The symbol ‘NF’ stands for Not Found which means
that no relevant result has been returned within the top K results
(K=10).
The results show that DeepCS produces generally more relevant
results than Lucene and CodeHow. Figure 8a shows the statistical
summary of FRank for the three approaches. The symbol ‘+’ indicates the average FRank value achieved by each approach. We
conservatively treat the FRank as 11 for queries that fail to obtain
relevant results within the top 10 returned results. We observe that
DeepCS achieves more relevant results with an average FRank of
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Table 1: Benchmark Queries and Evaluation Results (NF: Not
Found within the top 10 returned results LC:Lucene CH:CodeHow
DCS:DeepCS)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Question
ID
309424
157944
1066589
363681
5585779
1005073
1128723
604424
886955
1200621
41107
409784
109383
295579
80476
326369
1149703
513832
3481828
2885173
507602
223918

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

415953
1069066
2784514
153724
473282
529085
4716503
1104975
3076078
4105331
8172420
1816673
4216745
1264709
1102891
869033
180158
5868369
858572
1625234
2201925
122105
5455794
225337
52353
160970

No.

49 207947
50 1026723

Query

LC
convert an inputstream to a string
2
create arraylist from array
NF
iterate through a hashmap
NF
generating random integers in a specific range
NF
converting string to int in java
NF
initialization of an array in one line
NF
how can I test if an array contains a certain value
6
lookup enum by string value
1
breaking out of nested loops in java
NF
how to declare an array
NF
how to generate a random alpha-numeric string
NF
what is the simplest way to print a java array
6
sort a map by values
NF
fastest way to determine if an integer’s square root is an integer NF
how can I concatenate two arrays in java
NF
how do I create a java string from the contents of a file
8
how can I convert a stack trace to a string
3
how do I compare strings in java
1
how to split a string in java
1
how to create a file and write to a file in java
2
how can I initialise a static map
7
iterating through a collection, avoiding concurrentmodifica- 3
tionexception when removing in loop
how can I generate an md5 hash
1
get current stack trace in java
3
sort arraylist of custom objects by property
1
how to round a number to n decimal places in java
1
how can I pad an integers with zeros on the left
NF
how to create a generic array in java
NF
reading a plain text file in java
4
a for loop to iterate over enum in java
NF
check if at least two out of three booleans are true
NF
how do I convert from int to string
2
how to convert a char to a string in java
5
how do I check if a file exists in java
1
java string to date conversion
6
convert inputstream to byte array in java
7
how to check if a string is numeric in java
1
how do I copy an object in java
2
how do I time a method’s execution in java
NF
how to read a large text file line by line using java
1
how to make a new list in java
2
how to append text to an existing file in java
3
converting iso 8601-compliant string to date
3
what is the best way to filter a java collection
NF
removing whitespace from strings in java
NF
how do I split a string with any whitespace chars as delimiters
1
in java, what is the best way to determine the size of an object NF
how do I invoke a java method when given the method name 3
as a string
how do I get a platform dependent new line character
1
how to convert a map to list in java
6

FRank
CH DCS
1 1
NF 2
4 1
6 2
10 1
4 1
6 1
NF 10
NF NF
NF 4
1 1
NF 1
1 3
NF NF
1 1
NF 5
1 2
3 1
1 1
1 NF
1 2
3 2
3
1
1
1
3
NF
NF
NF
NF
1
10
2
NF
5
NF
1
NF
1
1
1
1
9
3
1
NF
1

6
1
1
4
1
3
7
NF
NF
NF
3
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
NF
2

NF 10
NF 1

3.5, which is smaller than the average FRank achieved by CodeHow
(5.5) and Lucene (6.0). The FRank values of DeepCS concentrate on
the range from 1 to 4, while CodeHow and Lucene produce larger
variance and many less relevant results. Figure 8b, 8c and 8d show
the statistics of Precision@k for the three approaches when k is
1, 5 and 10, respectively. We observe that DeepCS achieves better
overall precision values than CodeHow and the Lucene-based tool.
To test the statistical significance, we apply the Wilcoxon signedrank test (p<0.05) for the comparison of FRank and Precision@k
between DeepCS and the two related approaches for all the queries.
We conservatively treat the FRank as 11 for queries that fail to
obtain relevant results within the top 10 returned results. The pvalues for the comparisons of DeepCS with Lucene and CodeHow
are all less than 0.05, indicating the statistical significance of the
improvement of DeepCS over the related approaches.
Table 2 shows the overall performance of the three approaches,
measured in terms of SuccessRate@k, Precision@k and MRR. The
columns R@1, R@5 and R@10 show the results of SuccessRate@k
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Figure 8: The statistical comparison of FRank and Precison@k for
three code search approaches

Table 2: Overall Accuracy of DeepCS and the Related Approaches
Tool
Lucene
CodeHow
DeepCS

R@1
0.24
0.38
0.46

R@5
0.48
0.58
0.76

R@10
0.62
0.66
0.86

P@1
0.24
0.38
0.46

P@5
0.24
0.29
0.50

P@10
0.26
0.28
0.49

MRR
0.35
0.45
0.60

when k is 1, 5 and 10, respectively. The columns P@1, P@5 and
P@10 show the results of the average Precision@k over all queries
when k is 1, 5 and 10, respectively. The column MRR shows the
MRR values of the three approaches. The results show that DeepCS
returns more relevant code snippets than CodeHow and Lucene.
For example, the R@5 value is 0.76, which means that for 76% of
the queries, the relevant code snippets can be found within the
top 5 return results. The P@5 value is 0.5, which means that 50%
of the top 5 results are deemed accurate. For the SuccessRate@k,
the improvements to CodeHow are 21%, 31% and 30%, respectively.
For the Precision@k, the improvements to CodeHow are 21%, 72%
and 75%, respectively. For the MRR, the improvement to CodeHow
is 33%. Overall, our approach improves the accuracy of related
techniques on all metrics.

5.3

Examples of Code Search Results

We now provide concrete examples of code search results that
demonstrate the advantages of DeepCS.
Figure 9a and 9b show the results for two queries: queue an event
to be run on the thread and run an event on a thread queue. The
two queries have the same set of keywords with different word
sequences. The keyword queue in the two queries have different
meanings and it could be difficult for an IR-based approach to
distinguish. Still, DeepCS can understand the meaning of the two
queries and return relevant snippets. Apparently, DeepCS has the
ability to recognize query semantics.
The ability of query understanding enables DeepCS to perform
a more robust code search. Its search results are less affected by
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public boolean enqueue(EventHandler handler, Event event) {
synchronized(monitor) {
••••••

handlers[tail] = handler;
events[tail] = event;
tail++;
if (handlers.length <= tail)
tail = 0;
monitor.notify();

}
return true;
}
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public static String toStringWithEncoding(
InputStream inputStream, String encoding) {
if (inputStream == null)
throw new IllegalArgumentException(
"inputStream-should-not-be-null");
char[] buffer = new char[BUFFER_SIZE];
StringBuffer stringBuffer = new StringBuffer();
BufferedReader bufferedReader = new BufferedReader(
new InputStreamReader(inputStream, encoding), BUFFER_SIZE);
int character = -1;
••••••
return stringBuffer.toString();
}

Figure 10: An example showing the search robustness – The first
(a) The third result of the query “queue an event to be run on the

thread”
public void run() {
while (!stop) {
DynamicModelEvent evt;
while ((evt = eventQueue.poll()) != null) {
for (DynamicModelListener l: listeners.toArray(
new DynamicModelListener[0]))
l.dynamicModelChanged(evt);
}
••••••
}
}

(b) The first result of the query “run an event on the thread queue”

result of the query “get the content of an input stream as a string
using a specified character encoding”
public static < S > S deserialize(Class c, File xml) {
try {
JAXBContext context = JAXBContext.newInstance(c);
Unmarshaller unmarshaller = context.createUnmarshaller();
S deserialized = (S) unmarshaller.unmarshal(xml);
return deserialized;
} catch (JAXBException ex) {
log.error("Error-deserializing-object-from-XML", ex);
return null;
}
}

(a) The first result of the query “read an object from an xml file”

Figure 9: Examples showing the query understanding
public void playVoice(int clearedLines) throws Exception {
int audiosAvailable = audioLibrary.get(clearedLines).size();
int audioIndex = rand.nextInt(audiosAvailable);
audioLibrary.get(clearedLines).get(audioIndex).play();
}

(b) The second result of the query “play a song”

irrelevant or noisy keywords. For example, the query get the content
of an input stream as a string using a specified character encoding
contains 9 keywords. CodeHow returns many snippets that are
related to less relevant keywords such as specified and character.
DeepCS, on the other hand, can successfully identify the importance
of different keywords and understand the key point of the query
(Figure 10).
Another advantage of DeepCS relates to associative search. That
is, it not only seeks snippets with matched keywords but also recommends those without matched keywords but are semantically
related. This is important because it significantly increases the
search scope especially when the codebase is small. Besides, developers need snippets of multiple usages [62]. The associative search
provides more options of code snippets for developers to learn
from. Figure 11a shows the first result of the query read an object
from an xml file. As discussed in Section 1, traditional IR-based
approaches may only match snippets that contain keywords such
as xml, object and read. However, as shown in the figure, DeepCS
successfully recognizes the query semantic and returns results of
xml deserialize, even the keywords do not exist in the result. By
contrast, CodeHow only returns snippets containing read, object
and xml, narrowing down the search scope. The example indicates
that DeepCS searches code by understanding the semantics instead
of just matching keywords. Similarly, the query initialization of an
arraylist in one line in Table 1 returns snippets containing “new
ArrayList⟨⟩” although the snippet does not include the keyword
initialization. Figure 11b shows another example of the associative
search. When searching play a song. DeepCS not only returns snippets with matching keywords but also recommends results with
semantically related words such as audio and voice.

Figure 11: Examples showing the associative search

6 DISCUSSIONS
6.1 Why does DeepCS Work?
We have identified three advantages of DeepCS that may explain
its effectiveness in code search:
A unified representation of heterogeneous data Source code
and natural language queries are heterogeneous. By jointly embedding source code and natural language query into the same vector
representation, their similarities can be measured more accurately.
Better query understanding through deep learning Unlike traditional techniques, DeepCS learns queries and source code representations with deep learning. Characteristics of queries, such as
semantically related words and word orders, are considered in these
models [27]. Therefore, it can recognize the semantics of query and
code better. For example, it can distinguish the query queue an event
to be run on the thread from the query run an event on the event
queue.
Clustering snippets by natural language semantics An advantage of our approach is that it embeds semantically similar code
snippets into vectors that are close to each other. Semantically
similar code snippets are grouped according to their semantics.
Therefore, in addition to the exact matching snippets, DeepCS also
recommends the semantically related ones.

6.2

Limitation of DeepCS

Despite the advantages such as associative search, DeepCS could
still return inaccurate results. It sometimes ranks partially relevant
results higher than the exact matching ones. Figure 12 shows the
result for the query generate md5. The exactly matching result is
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public static byte[] generateRandom256() {
byte[] randomSeed1 = ByteUtils.longToBytes(System.nanoTime());
byte[] randomSeed2 = (new SecureRandom()).generateSeed(KEY_SIZE_BYTES);
byte[] bh1 = ByteUtils.concatenate(randomSeed1, randomSeed2);
Thread.sleep(100L);
byte[] randomSeed3 = UUID.randomUUID().toString().getBytes();
byte[] randomSeed4 = ByteUtils.longToBytes(System.nanoTime());
byte[] bh2 = ByteUtils.concatenate(randomSeed3, randomSeed4);
return simpleHash256(ByteUtils.concatenate(bh1, bh2));
}

Figure 12: An example showing the inaccurate results – The first
result of the query “generate md5”

ranked 7 in the result list, while partially related results such as
generate checksum are recommended before the exact results. This
is because DeepCS ranks results by just considering their semantic
vectors. In future work, more code features (such as programming
context) [58] could be considered in our model to further adjust the
results.

6.3

Threats to Validity

Our goal is to improve the performance of code search over GitHub,
thus both training and search are performed over GitHub corpus.
There is a threat of overlap between the training and search codebases. To mitigate this threat, in our experiments, the training and
search codebases are constructed to be significantly different. The
training codebase only contains code that has corresponding descriptions, while the search codebase is considered in isolation and
contains all code (including those do not have descriptions). We believe the threat of overfitting for this overlap is not significant as our
training codebase considers a vast majority of code in Github. The
most important goal of our experiments is to evaluate DeepCS in a
real-world code search scenario. For that, we used 50 real queries
collected from Stack Overflow to test the effectiveness of DeepCS.
These queries are not descriptions/comments of Java methods and
are not used for training.
In our experiments, the relevancy of returned results were manually graded and could suffer from subjectivity bias. To mitigate this
threat, (i) the manual analysis was performed independently by two
developers and (ii) the developers performed an open discussion
to resolve conflict grades for the 50 questions. In the future, we
will further mitigate this threat by inviting more developers for the
grading.
In the grading of relevancy, we consider only the top 10 results.
Queries that fail are identically assigned with an FRank of 11 and
could be biased from the real relevancy of code snippets. However,
we believe that the setting is reasonable. In real-world code search,
developers usually inspect the top K results and ignore the remaining. That means it does not make much difference if a code snippet
appears at rank 11 or 20 if K is 10.
Like related work (e.g., [14, 41]), we evaluate DeepCS with popular Stack Overflow questions. SO questions may not be representative to all possible queries for code search engines. To mitigate this
threat, (i) DeepCS is not trained on SO questions but on large scale
Github corpus. (ii) We select the most frequently asked questions
which might be also commonly asked by developers in other search
engines. In the future, we will extend the scale and scope of test
queries.
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7 RELATED WORK
7.1 Code Search
In code search, a line of work has investigated marrying stateof-the-art information retrieval and natural language processing
techniques [13–15, 32, 35, 41, 45–47, 61, 81, 82]. Much of the existing
work focuses on query expansion and reformulation [29, 31, 44]. For
example, Hill et al. [30] reformulated queries with natural language
phrasal representations of method signatures. Haiduc et al. [29]
proposed to reformulate queries based on machine learning. Their
method trains a machine learning model that automatically recommends a reformulation strategy based on the query properties. Lu et
al. [44] proposed to extend a query with synonyms generated from
WordNet. There is also much work that takes into account code
characteristics. For example, McMillan et al. [47] proposed Portfolio,
a code search engine that combines keyword matching with PageRank to return a chain of functions. Lv et al. [45] proposed CodeHow,
a code search tool that incorporates an extended Boolean model
and API matching. Ponzanelli et al. [61] proposed an approach that
automatically retrieves pertinent discussions from Stack Overflow
given a context in the IDE. Recently Li et al. [41] proposed RACS, a
code search framework for JavaScript that considers relationships
(e.g., sequencing, condition, and callback relationships) among the
invoked API methods.
As described in Section 6, DeepCS differs from existing code
search techniques in that it does not rely on information retrieval
techniques. It measures the similarity between code snippets and
user queries through joint embedding and deep learning. Thus, it
can better understand code and query semantics.
As the keyword based approaches are inefficient on recognizing
semantics, researchers have drawn increasing attention on semantics based code search [34, 65, 69]. For example, Reiss [65] proposed
the semantics-based code search, which uses user specifications to
characterize the requirement and uses transformations to adapt the
searching results. However, Reiss’s approach differs significantly
from DeepCS. It does not consider the semantics of natural language
queries. Furthermore, it requires users to provide not only natural language queries but also other specifications such as method
declarations and test cases.
Besides code search, there have been many other information
retrieval tasks in software engineering [8, 9, 16, 23, 24, 29, 51, 55, 63,
67] such as bug localization [66, 73, 80], feature localization [19],
traceability links recovery [20] and community Question Answering [11]. Ye et al. [80] proposed to embed words into vector representations to bridge the lexical gap between source code and
natural language for SE-related text retrieval tasks. Different from
DeepCS, the vector representations learned by their method are at
the level of individual words and tokens instead of the whole query
sentences. Their method is based on a bag-of-words assumption,
and word sequences are not considered.

7.2

Deep Learning for Source Code

Recently, researchers have investigated possible applications of
deep learning techniques to source code [7, 38, 53, 56, 60, 64, 75, 76].
A typical use of deep learning is code generation [42, 54]. For example, Mou et al. [54] proposed to generate code from natural language
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user intentions using an RNN Encoder-Decoder model. Their results show the feasibility of applying deep learning techniques to
code generation from a highly homogeneous dataset (simple programming assignments). Gu et al. [27] applies deep learning for
API learning, that is, generating API usage sequences for a given
natural language query. They also apply deep learning to migrate
APIs between different programming languages [28]. Deep learning
is also applied to code completion [64, 77]. For example, White et
al. [77] applied the RNN language model to source code files and
showed its effectiveness in predicting software tokens. Recently,
White et al. [76] also applied deep learning to code clone detection.
Their framework automatically links patterns mined at the lexical
level with patterns mined at the syntactic level. In our work, we
explore the application of deep learning to code search.

8

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a novel deep neural network named CODEnn for code search. Instead of matching text similarity, CODEnn
learns a unified vector representation of both source code and natural language queries so that code snippets semantically related
to a query can be retrieved according to their vectors. As a proofof-concept application, we implement a code search tool DeepCS
based on the proposed CODEnn model. Our experimental study
has shown that the proposed approach is effective and outperforms
the related approaches. Our source code and data are available at:
https://github.com/guxd/deep-code-search
In the future, we will investigate more aspects of source code
such as control structures to better represent high-level semantics of
source code. The deep neural network we designed may also benefit
other software engineering problems such as bug localization.
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